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Abstract
We improve indoor positioning location accuracy by opportunistically enlisting wireless client devices to temporarily serve as
unmanaged beacons (or access points). A two-phase positioning scheme is proposed; in the initial phase, a target node and its
neighbors are located using managed APs with known locations. In the second phase, the target node’s position is reﬁned by
neighbor nodes with uncertain locations serving as short-range wireless beacons themselves. Through simulations and analysis we
explore the geographic conditions and noise models under which exploiting the availability of unmanaged beacons can improve
location accuracy. We argue that as the spatial density of wireless devices grows, it is increasingly desirable to call on a preferred
subset of neighbor nodes with uncorrelated anchor errors to serve as beacons to improve location accuracy.
c© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of Fourth International Conference on Selected Topics in Mobile &
Wireless Networking (MoWNet’2014).
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1. Introduction
Despite a recent surge in interest in indoor positioning technologies1,2, the growth of deployed systems has been
modest when compared to the rapid adoption of outdoor positioning technologies (e.g., GPS) and applications such
as Google Maps and Waze. An important barrier to indoor position system deployments has been system cost. While
wireless hardware itself is inexpensive, components whose locations must be managed remain costly. Examples
of managed elements include wireless beacons (802.11 APs, small cells, etc) that might require site radio surveys
and/or precise positioning at installation time. Data collection in support of ongoing system operation (e.g., radio
mapping in ﬁngerprinting-based location systems) represents another human-intensive and hence costly operation,
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Fig. 1: A wireless network topology with 4 managed APs and 3 unmanaged beacons surrounding a positioning target.
often requiring periodically repeated surveys to maintain accuracy as a physical environment changes (e.g., furniture
movement, building construction, etc).
Yet at the same time there has been considerable growth in the number of wireless devices that could be positioned
and subsequently beneﬁt from access to location-based services. In this paper we consider a form of collaboration
where clients – possibly mobile – oﬀer to serve as beacons on occasion when otherwise not in use. These devices can
be used to reﬁne the location accuracy of nearby neighbors, and in turn beneﬁt when those neighbors oﬀer to return
the favor by serving as their beacons.
We are motivated in part by the rapidly increasing spatial density of wireless devices, particularly in certain higher
education settings3, public spaces, and enterprises. In a recent examination of our own oﬃce environment, we ob-
served that an average of 73 devices had AP associations each business day over the course of a week in a mixed-use,
open-format ﬂoorplan of about 3750 sq. meters, or roughly one device in every 50 sq. meters if uniformly distributed.
But this device count vastly underestimates the actual present devices, since anecdotal evidence suggests that most
devices have Wi-Fi interfaces disabled for reasons ranging from convenience to security policy restrictions.
We are also motivated by the surging interest in dual-mode Bluetooth devices, wearables, and Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) beacons (e.g., Apple iBeacons, Estimotes). Though primarily intended to serve as proximity sensors,
these low-cost devices hold great promise as an unmanaged beacon overlay infrastructure in enterprises. Hence these
settings are becoming increasingly suitable for the deployment of cooperative localization systems, which have been
studied with increasing intensity in recent years4. We propose such an approach here, and our key contributions are:
1. a simulation-based analysis of a collaborative algorithm to improve location accuracy via neighbor participation,
and
2. an understanding of the fundamental tradeoﬀs between managed and unmanaged network elements that provide
communication and computation resources at preferred vantage points, and
3. quantitative results showing how the increasing spatial density of cooperative devices serving as beacons can
improve location accuracy, and
4. insight into approaches to preferentially choose client devices to serve as beacons in spite of correlated anchor
errors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our system operation, and describes a
two-phase positioning scheme. Section 3 explores a simulation we used to evaluate our algorithm, while introducing
spatial constraints and noise models. The following section shows our results. Related work is described brieﬂy in
Section 5, and the ﬁnal section presents our conclusions.
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2. System Operation
We consider an indoor environment where a relatively densely distributed set of client nodes and/or unmanaged
beacons are each within range of 3 or more managed APs, a term we use to refer to a wireless source of ﬁxed and
known location. We have recently focused our attention on positioning with emerging hybrid 3G/4G enterprise Radio
Access Networks (i.e., small cells) as a compelling alternative to IEEE 802.11x APs, in part because of high likelihood
of continuous association, relatively strong security and privacy, relatively high AP spatial densities, and reach to still
widely deployed legacy ‘feature’ phones5. However, either technology is appropriate for a managed AP and our
approach applies to either.
Figure 1 depicts a setting where 4 managed APs sit at random locations near a building ﬂoor perimeter. We seek
to position a target device (center) which is surrounded by a set of nearby neighbor client devices that can volunteer
to serve as unmanaged beacons. Three neighbors – the minimum required for multi-lateration – volunteer as beacons
in this illustration; these neighbors may be at random locations and distances from the target. Each client device is
assumed to have a (possibly logical) 2nd network interface (e.g., a low power technology such as BLE) in common
with the target. Given this network topology, our two-phase positioning algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Phase I: Conventional Positioning
In the initial phase the target node and all surrounding neighbors are roughly positioned by multi-laterating using
3 or more managed APs, whose positions are known to all client devices.
2. Phase II: Cooperative Position Reﬁnement
In the second phase the target node position is reﬁned through a second positioning using a selected set of
neighbor nodes that were each roughly positioned in the ﬁrst phase. This phase includes the transfer of each
selected neighbor’s estimated position to the device calculating the target node position (i.e., typically the target
node itself).
The algorithm’s ﬁrst phase determines a position within an error radius corresponding to the roughly equal sized
surrounding dashed circles. The 3 surrounding devices serve as beacons in the second phase, ideally improving the
positioning accuracy of the target, with error radius depicted by the inner concentric circle.
Indoor positioning with signal strength-based techniques is known to give relatively inaccurate results, often re-
ported to have errors exceeding 5 meters with Wi-Fi based positioning8,9. Newer techniques employing channel state
information (CSI) from equipped APs are reporting improved results, closer to 2.5 meter accuracy even for non-
stationary clients10. We focus on only two geographic dimensions; altitude is not considered in this study. In our
proposed approach, ﬁrst phase positioning error of neighbor nodes translates to anchor error in the second phase.
Positioning with anchor error in single-phase positioning systems has been well studied, though in many cases the
emphasis has been placed on algorithm optimization, error reduction techniques, and anchor-free approaches.
Note that increased client device spatial density has several possible positive and negative eﬀects on localization
accuracy. As the number of devices positioned in the ﬁrst phase increases, more devices are available for selection
as 2nd phase beacons. This greater number oﬀers the possibility of selecting beacons with preferred vantage points,
such as those with fewer physical obstructions between themselves and the target node. More choice also increases
the likelihood that some devices will be closer to the target, reducing 2nd phase positioning error. On the other hand,
the chosen beacons themselves might be in closer proximity to each other, possibly increasing error correlations in
their positioning. We will study these tradeoﬀs via simulation in Section 4.
Our two-phase approach is partly motivated by the assumption that the error in estimating distance between a
beacon (or AP) and a target device is non-decreasing in their geographic separation. This relationship holds for
signal-strength based techniques, where the relationship between a signal’s path loss p (dBm), or the loss in strength
of a transmission of over a distance d (m), is generally of a form6 similar to
d = e(p−β)/α, (1)
where the parameter values α, β can be estimated analytically or determined through empirical measurements for a
particular site. Eq. 1 implies that the relatively large distance between managed APs and the target (and its neighbors)
will likely result in a relatively large positioning errors. In contrast, the short range between neighbors and the target
in the second phase will create 2nd phase positioning errors that will be comparatively small.
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Adding a second positioning phase – even with its associated additional (albeit small) measurement error – can
improve the target’s estimated position. Each beacon’s location error will serve to displace the target’s estimated
position by a random distance and direction. Since the target is idealy encircled, some number of these collective
random displacements will oppose each other, serving to ‘cancel out’ each others anchor errors. That is, smoothing
errors in the second phase leads to a improved target node position estimate by serving to reduce large errors that
might have resulted from a single positioning phase. Of course, this beneﬁt comes at the cost of the need for some
neighbors to elect to use resources to serve as beacons.
3. Simulation
We wrote a Java-based simulator which models our indoor environment with a 2-dimensional cartesian coordinate
system. To ease understanding, rather than consider arbitrary random locations of nearby clients serving as beacons,
Figure 1 depicts how we draw possible neighbor locations from a set that are uniformly separated on the perimeter of a
10x10 meter square surrounding the target. Each node is separated from its nearest neighbor by 1 meter, with as many
as 40 nodes available to serve as potential beacons. In practice, of course, only a small subset of the 40 neighbors is
taken to be active and to elect to participate (e.g., 3-5). The participating nodes are initially selected at random from
this neighbor set, chosen independently from node to node and for each experimental run.
We begin by randomly selecting a set of N nodes from the 40 candidates to serve as 2nd phase beacons. To
model the ﬁrst phase positioning error, we simply add uniformly and identically distributed positioning error to each
dimension of each node’s known position. This model is chosen in part due to our observations of positioning ’jitter’
associated with stationary phones positioned indoors with 3G signals5; we will discuss this more in Section 4. In
practice, an accurate noise model is very much a function of the choice of underlying localization technology, and for
generality any alternate noise model can be studied with our simulation. If the ith beacon has known position (x¯i, y¯i),
we model its estimated position (xi, yi) = (x¯i + δx, y¯i + δy), where the probability density function of the i.i.d. error
random variables δx and δy is given by
f (z,W)  fδx (z) = fδy (z) =
{
1 z < |W2 |
0 otherwise, (2)
where the maximum anchor position error in either dimension is W2 .
In the second phase we estimate the location of the target at (xˆ, yˆ). In ordinary system operation, we would measure
the path loss, p˜i, between the target device and the ith access point, using Eq. 1 to provide an estimate of its distance
d˜i. Here, however, we again use an analytical model to capture positioning error, with d˜i = di + Δi, where di is the
actual (known) distance between the target device and the ith access point, and the 2nd phase positioning error Δ is
assumed to follow fδ(z, ω), where the distribution width ω  W accounts for a smaller error due to the shorter range.
We apply multi-lateration to position the target device. We assume that the distance between our current estimate
of the target’s position and the ith access point equals our analytical distance estimate, d˜i, plus some error, ei, i.e.
dˆi = d˜i + ei. Our goal is to minimize the mean squared error
E (MSE) =
1
2
∑
i
e2i =
1
2
∑
i
(
dˆi − d˜i
)2
(3)
with respect to xˆ, and yˆ. Our approach to this optimization is to apply gradient descent.
Hence, our simulation model now allows us to separately manipulate the anchor error, the second phase mea-
surement error, and the selection of beacons for the second phase. In the next section we begin to characterize
environments and noise models where the proposed approach improves positioning accuracy, and then continue on to
explore other expected system behaviors such as correlated anchor errors.
4. Results
We ﬁrst consider how the number and locations of beacons chosen for the algorithm’s 2nd phase – each with
i.i.d. uniform anchor errors – eﬀects location accuracy. For each ﬁxed number N of randomly selected beacons we
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Fig. 2: Positioning error as a function of anchor error.
performed simulations over 104 network conﬁgurations (i.e., beacon sets) and averaged the results. Fig. 2 shows the
behavior of the positioning error as we vary the anchor error width W up to 4 meters in each dimension (i.e., the anchor
error). To isolate the eﬀect of beacon selection we took the 2nd phase positioning error to be negligible (ω = 0) .
Consider the case of only 4 nodes serving as beacons (top curve in Fig. 2). Note that even in the absence of anchor
error (W = 0), target positioning error is nonetheless 0.54 meters on average. This result is due to the combination of
two factors. First, in some cases the set of randomly selected beacons are very poorly positioned for multi-lateration,
such as when the chosen beacons happen to closely located rather than ‘surrounding’ the target. The second cause
of error is that the location that minimizes MSE (Eq. 3) serves only as an estimate for the actual device position.
Note also that the range depicts the anchor error width for each dimension, so the anchor error radius is
√
2W (top
scale in Fig. 2). In practice we would normally be operating toward the right side of the graph, since anchor errors
produced by ﬁrst phase multi-lateration would often be 4 meters or more when using signal-strength based techniques
with technologies such as Wi-Fi or 3G.
To demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the two phase algorithm, again consider the top curve of Fig. 2 (4 APs). Even
when the average anchor error radius is 4 meters, the resulting positioning error is reduced to approximately 1 meter.
In other words, independent but large anchor errors have the net eﬀect of cancelling each other out (on average) in the
2nd phase, even when beacons are selected without regard to their location. The ﬁgure also shows that increasing the
number of beacons used tends to increase this cancellation eﬀect, lowering the average positioning error. Hence, for
fairly typical use cases, our idealized noise model suggests that the location accuracy improvement could be as much
as a factor of 4, even when selecting random sets of beacons.
How much better could a two-phase algorithm perform by selecting a preferential (rather than random) beacon
set? Fig. 3 shows how accuracy improves when the optimal set of N nodes is chosen rather than a random set. Here
we again consider 4 beacons, but in this case the beacons surrounding the target are diametrically opposed and at
closest distance. The middle curve in the ﬁgure shows the average resulting error. As the anchor error increases, the
location error still increases, but perhaps to only 75% of that achieved with 4 randomly selected beacons. Note too
that the error vanishes as the anchor error falls to zero; since the beacons are now opposing each other, the 2nd phase
multi-lateration optimization is able to more closely estimate the target node location.
The lower curve of Fig. 3 depicts the minimum error achievable under any anchor error, which stays near zero.
This, however, is an artifact of the fact that if we execute enough experimental runs, it is likely that there will be at
least one run whose anchor errors will be negligibly small. The upper curve depicts the worst case result that can
be achieved with the optimal set of selected beacons, which is roughly twice that achievable with the average anchor
error spread.
So far we have only considered results for beacons that suﬀer independent anchor errors. But in practice we
expect to see anchor error correlations, for example where nodes selected as beacons are in close proximity and use
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Fig. 3: Positioning error as a function of anchor error for optimal set of 4 selected beacons.
a common set of managed APs for rough positioning in the ﬁrst phase. Hence it is desirable to select a set with
beacons that use diﬀerent managed APs for positioning in the initial phase, which is certainly possible in settings
with many managed APs in range. Optimal beacon selection involves certain tradeoﬀs. Choosing beacons near to the
target promises to minimize 2nd phase positioning error (since positioning error increases with beacon distance), and
consequently decrease overall target positioning error. But choosing beacons in close proximity might be more likely
to rely on similar managed APs in their rough positioning, and consequently suﬀer correlated anchor errors due to
common obstructions and multipath, which again can increase target positioning error.
Creating anchor error models is made challenging since localization errors are strongly platform, physical site, and
position speciﬁc. In our experience testing localization with an indoor 3G small cell based system5, we have exam-
ined errors and their correlations extensively across multiple physical sites. While our observations suggest certain
positioning error trends, it is diﬃcult to make categorical statements about error behavior. Consider the depiction of
empirical location estimates for a stationary mobile device shown in Fig. 4. Each cross-hatched circle represents a
position estimate calculated each second. The estimates form a moderately loose cluster, here shown to be up and
to the right of the target device (located at black square) by approximately 5 meters. The distribution of location
estimates around the cluster centroid is anisotropic, generally forming a narrow band whose shape is a function of
parameter weights in our optimization algorithm. As a reminder of how localization is highly platform-speciﬁc, our
small cell system suﬀers certain unique behaviors likely unseen in other platforms (e.g., Wi-Fi). Fig. 4 shows one
such behavior, where occasional intermittent signal reception from a single cell causes some location estimates to ‘ﬂy
away’ to the upper left corner of the ﬁgure.
In empirical measurements across multiple sites, we have observed that the following factors strongly determine
the localization error characteristics:
1. the set of managed APs used, and
2. the distance to the nearest managed AP, and
3. the position of the target relative to the set of managed APs. For example, positioning accuracy falls dramatically
as we near the edge of the coverage area, such as at building sides.
In particular, correlations of the positioning error associated with proximate devices depends strongly on the number of
shared managed cells (or APs). Hence, we model anchor error correlations between beacons as an additive multivariate
Gaussian distribution, and do so independently for each coordinate. That is, the N-dimensional random vector x =
[x1, x2, ..., xN] follows N(μ,Σ) with mean vector μ =
[
μ1, μ2, ..., μN
]
and NxN covariance matrix Σ = Cov[xi, x j], i =
1, 2, ...,N, j = 1, 2, ...,N.
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Fig. 4: a) Each cross-hatched circle depicts an empirical position estimate updated each second for a stationary device
(black square) using indoor 3G small cells. b) Positioning error for optimal anchor set with varying and correlated
anchor errors drawn from a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
Correlated anchor errors can easily dominate error behavior. To facilitate a comparison, we again considered the
case depicted in Fig. 3 where the 4 preferred beacons each suﬀered varying but independent anchor positioning error.
In addition each also suﬀered correlated errors, with unit means μ = [1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0], unit variances Cov[xi, x j] =
1.0, i = j, and equal covariances Cov[xi, x j] = 0.5, i  j. Consider how the the middle curve of Figure 4 is more ﬂat
than that of Fig 3. This is predominantly due to the fact that the introduction of correlated anchor errors with a mean
displacement of 1 meter in each dimension (i.e., a radius of
√
2 m.) dominates the target positioning error. Hence
it is critical that we select a set of at least 3 (preferably 4 or 5) beacons whose positioning errors are not strongly
correlated, each preferably positioned by disjoint sets of managed APs.
5. Related Work
Indoor positioning systems appear to be poised for rapid growth, and we are seeing increased interest by industry
participants. For example, Google Maps is soliciting indoor ﬂoorplans11. The formation of the In-Location Alliance12
also demonstrates mounting activity. Yet there are also reasons to be cautious, as there is still considerable uncertainty
around user acceptance and location privacy issues.
Despite a recent jump in acquisitions of localization technology startups, two decades of research on indoor po-
sitioning approaches and technologies13,14,15 have produced relatively few indoor system deployments. Barriers to
success have included the relatively high cost of maintaining the managed components of location systems, as well
as the relatively poor location accuracy provided by some technologies, particularly when those systems have sought
to re-use existing wireless infrastructure where topologies were designed for data coverage and not location service.
The use of cooperating neighbor nodes and multi-phase positioning was explored extensively in the context of sensor
networks18, and anchor-free16 or distributed range-free17 approaches have been explored to reduce costs associated
with manually localizing anchor nodes.
Interest in collaborative localization approaches has also grown recently4, with particular interest in peer participa-
tion in site ﬁngerprinting19. Other technologies have been used for collaborative localization, including audio ranging
from neighboring smartphones20, where 2nd phase reﬁnement was demonstrated to improve Wi-Fi ﬁngerprinting
techniques from 6-8 m. error to 1-2 m. error.
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6. Conclusion
Our work has examined how wireless client devices – including nonstationary ones – can elect to serve as beacons
and participate in improving the positioning of neighboring devices. A key contribution has been to determine via
simulation the degree to which 1) preferred beacon selection, and 2) correlations in their own positioning errors aﬀects
the location accuracy of a target device. Collaborative localization is likely to beneﬁt from the increased number and
complexity of deployed devices, and in particular the growth in the number of sensors in smartphones, tablets and
wearable computers. Since beacon set selection is critical to improving location accuracy of these systems, we see the
devices themselves likely to more actively participate in algorithms to nominate preferred nodes to serve as beacons.
For example, sharing information about whether the device is in motion or stationary is critical.
Our work on localization combines systems building activities and empirical measurement5 with the more ana-
lytical and simulation based approaches presented here. We are currently investigating heuristics for optimal beacon
selection in dense and ultra-dense environments. Our future work will focus on the development of multi-mode (i.e.,
hybrid radio) testbeds to investigate promising inexpensive, short range technologies such as BLE, which appears to
be gaining broad industry acceptance in platforms such as Apple’s iBeacon and Qualcomm’s Gimbal Proximity.
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